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ELEVEN
ANGLING
Our mission is to custom-make powerful fishing
experiences that will take you from fabled remote
flats in the Bahamas, to glacier-carved river valleys
in Iceland and Chile, to pristine lakes and creeks
in the U.S. Rockies. Eleven experiences are a
different kind of escape. We prefer to venture out
on our own, away from traditional destinations, in
search of new waters, new challenges. Our lodges,
motherships, chalets and beach houses are miles
from the main road or well-traveled waterways –
in a historic farming area, on a glistening freestone
river in Patagonia, along the wilderness coastline
of Andros, and other unique locations that beckon
inquisitive anglers.
In each destination, world-class food and lodging
are combined with guided fishing from rivers to
reefs, and a variety of outdoor activities from the
mountains to the sea. Guests of all ages and skill
levels are encouraged to join in the adventures,
and to improve their skills with instruction from
our expert guides. And local cultures present the
opportunity to participate in a different way of
life, to see and enjoy places known only to native
insiders.
No matter where in the world they may be, every
facility has five-star accommodations, awardwinning chefs, extensive wine selections, saunas,
steam rooms, spas, and friendly, skilled guides
who strive to add new dimensions to the angling
lifestyle, and to share with you that wonderful
feeling of comradery and fresh adventure.

Eleven Experience is headquartered in Crested Butte,
Colorado. Eleven represents a new standard in experiential
travel. We quench a thirst for unprecedented adventures,
authentic connections with down-to-earth guides and
deeply personalized holidays for the Adventure Capitalist.

ELEVENEXPERIENCE.COM/ANGLING

why fish
with eleven?

OFF THE
BEATEN PATH

CUSTOM TAILORED
+ ALL INCLUSIVE

ELEVEN
GUIDE TEAM

At the root of our identity is the belief
that you shouldn’t have to sacrifice
the comforts of home in order to
experience some of the world’s most
beautiful landscapes and incredible
angling adventures. Our team has
scoured the globe for destinations
that touch new frontiers, that are
sometimes difficult to reach, and
yet on arrival you can’t imagine not
being there. Although our properties
are far from the mainstream, they
are custom designed to ensure you
have access to all of the amenities
you should - steam showers,
saunas, pools, unique hang spaces,
comfortable guest rooms and more.

We believe your trip should be about
you. That means that no trip is ever
the same. From the day we first talk
with you, our travel professionals take
your input and begin planning your
dream itinerary. Organizing travel
logistics, taking note of preferences,
adding non-angling activities, and of
course, talking about the fishing, is
all part of the deal. We want you to
experience the most out of your trip
without feeling nickel-and-dimed.
As a result, most of our stays are
largely all-inclusive – meaning that
your professional guides, adventure
activities, most meals, house alcohol
and local transportation are included.

At the core of the experience is
the Guide Team. Our international
group of highly-trained passionate
fly fishing and angling specialists
makes the experience. They look
forward to meeting you, learning
your goals, and helping you improve.
Their enthusiasm in sharing their
native resources and local culture
is infectious. It’s what sets Eleven
Experience apart. Our guides live
and breathe fishing. They thrive
on getting to know you and seeing
your excitement while on the hunt
for your favorite fish. If really getting
after it on some of the best water
in the world sounds exciting, our
cast of guides will safely lead you to
unforgettable experiences.

BEST DAY EVER
POLICY

ADVENTURES
FOR ALL

A REAL
CONNECTION

This is important. Unlike other
lodges or guide operations, we
don’t acknowledge “down days” or
“weather days”. There are no rain
checks. We are always armed and
amped to improvise and be creative.
If we can’t fish the flats, we’ll fish
the protected creeks and enjoy a
gourmet lunch. If a river turns offcolor, we’ll take you one that’s clear.
Just can’t make another cast; there’s
snorkeling or paddle boarding, or
you can just kick-back and enjoy the
view. You came to have a once-in-alifetime experience, and this is what
you’ll get.

There is not a “right” or a “wrong”
way to experience an Eleven Fishing
Destination. If you’re a die-hard
angler who wants to fish dawn to
dusk, we’ve got you covered. If
you’re looking to fish a half day, or
work on your casting skills with your
guide, all good. Groups of guys,
couples, women only, families with
multiple generations? You’re in the
right place. Think you want to try
bonefishing or trout fishing for the
first time? Our guides can’t wait to
teach you how. We’re here to design
and deliver a trip that exceeds your
expectations.

At the end of the day, we strive to
create memories that you, your
family and friends can share for a
lifetime. We believe that connections
and relationships that our guests
foster amongst themselves, with
our guides and crew, and with the
natural environments they share, are
the most valuable intangibles in the
world. Let’s get started.

A LETTER
FROM THE CAPTAIN

I’m Tom McLaughlin. As a captain of the “Eleven Mothership Programs”, your Eleven Experience
floating base camps, I’ll be standing by to welcome you aboard as we set off to explore the
legendary sport fishing grounds that have drawn generations of anglers to Florida, Louisiana, the
rich waters of the Bahamas and beyond.
A Florida resident since 1986, I’m passionate about fishing. It’s a passion nurtured by years of
experience, a bounty of local knowledge and a lifetime spent on the water. It’s my goal to make
your Eleven Experience angling adventure one you will always remember.
My dedication and devotion to the sport are, perhaps, best illustrated by my ongoing fisheries
conservation efforts along with my drive to push the boundaries, to venture above and beyond. To
me, fishing has always been far more than dropping a line and catching a fish. I’ve spent my years
at the helm expanding the limits of equipment and technology - as well as my own knowledge to seek and find that elusive and raw connection to the sea and its life. It is, I believe, an essential
element of the sport. And it’s one your crew aboard the Eleven Mothership is eager to share.
THROUGHOUT MY YEARS ON THE WATER, FISHING HAS ALWAYS
BEEN AN EMOTIONAL AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCE. EVEN LIFECHANGING AT TIMES. SHARING THIS FEELING WITH OTHERS HAS
ALWAYS BEEN MY MISSION. IT’S WHAT DRIVES ME. AND IT’S WHAT
DRIVES THE ELEVEN EXPERIENCE.

I firmly believe that through example and education we can help preserve and protect nature’s
unique and special places. For me, the move to the Eleven Mothership programs was a natural
evolution. Our vessels are unique, and have only furthered my commitment to conservation and
sportsmanship. The Mothership programs have provided us with the means to create a uniquely
personal connection to nature through the rich opportunities the Eleven Experience offers. I can’t
imagine being anywhere else.
TOM MCLAUGHLIN
MOTHERSHIP CAPTAIN

OUTPOST MOTHERSHIP LOUISIANA
BAYOU REDFISH, NEW ORLEANS / HOUMA
An angler’s paradise, the southern Louisiana marsh is the redfish capital of the world, vast and remote, yet only an hour
from New Orleans and its famous dining, music and nightlife. Like the expansive West Side of Andros Island, Bahamas, it’s
hard to picture the scope of the marsh unless you fly over it. It seems endless; a massive labyrinth of shallow bays, ponds,
canals and channels, bayous, larger lakes and mud flats.
And these fishing grounds south of Houma can only be accessed by the right shallow water skiffs captained by guides
with the proper local knowledge, which means it’s rare to see any other anglers while you’re out enjoying the day. And this
is the type of fishing fly anglers dream of; skinny water sight-casting to huge unpressured redfish that will eagerly smash
your well-presented offering.

Anglers in the know understand Louisiana’s Gulf Coast is home to the largest population of redfish anywhere, and if you’re
looking for size, the area is unequaled for large bull reds. And while you’ll be focused on the fishing, it’s nice to take the
time to appreciate the beauty of the landscape and the abundant wildlife. A diversity of bird species share the marsh with
sea otters, turtles, raccoons, and a variety of other gamefish including black drum, sheepshead, alligator gar, jack crevalle,
and an occasional tarpon.
The marshes are considered an excellent year-round fishery, but the Outpost program will focus on the late autumn and
winter months—November through January—prime time for the large bull redfish, spectacular copper-colored monsters
that will run 20 to 40+ pounds.
The adventure begins south of Houma, Louisiana, an hour or so drive from New Orleans airport. The Outpost Mothership
Louisiana team will meet you at one of several different access point with skiffs or a tender for the run out to the ship
which will be 10 to 45 minutes away.

MOTHERSHIP
LOUISIANA

TRIP DETAILS
The Louisiana coastal marshes and swamps make up over forty percent of the lower forty-eight states
wetlands. This is a unique and resilient saltwater fishery. On your way out to the Mothership you’ll be
greeted by a rich expansive landscape that is vibrant and teeming with life. Around every bend you
encounter redfish habitat; quiet bays, meandering creeks, ponds and channels, where plentiful redfish
forage for food in shallow water.
And you’re here at prime time for those huge bull reds—late fall and winter season—a season that has
grown in popularity, yet there is still very little pressure, which makes for happy aggressive fish. All our
fishing is done from fully-outfitted customized flats skiffs made to get in skinny, and all our captains are
highly skilled fly fishing guides with years of guiding experience. No wading here as most of the flats are
soft mud. Yet everything is super visual as your professional guide leads you on the hunt for reds cruising
in as little as four to five inches of water. It’s an amazing sight, spotting a hug single pushing a wake,
seeing small pods tailing, and large schools stirring up nervous water.
And aside from being happy and aggressive, redfish don’t have great vision. Most casts are between 10
and 40 feet, which makes this ideal for fly anglers of all ability levels. The key is a quick accurate shot. One
back cast, put it on their nose and be ready to set the hook. Then hold on for a serious battle. Landing a
bull red over 20 pounds, over 30, over 40, is a possibility any day. And we’re not just talking about casting
shrimp, crab or baitfish patterns. These big boys will also crush a surface popper.
Redfish are for sure the main target, but this spectacular fishery also features black drum and sheepshead
on the shallow flats. Black drum are brutes, and sheepshead are wily adversaries. It’s also possible to run
into jacks and speckled trout in deeper holes and canals, and tarpon along the gulf shorelines south of
Cocodrie.
We also fish the coastal waters and out around the rigs and reefs for amberjack, red snapper, cobia,
mackerel, grouper, and tarpon, and offshore for tuna, Dorado, wahoo and marlin. The Louisiana coast is
truly one of the most diverse fisheries in the world.
And there’s no such thing as an 8-to-4 routine here. You can fish sunrise to sunset, all the while knowing
the Mothership awaits your return, ready to refresh and recharge you.

THE OUTPOST MOTHERSHIP
YOUR HOME BASE

The 61’ Hatteras Mothership takes the live-aboard lifestyle to a new level, and while being out on the flats
always takes top billing, why not hang-out, relax, eat, drink, sleep in unmatched Eleven comfort and style.
And the key here is the outstanding crew—professional captain, gourmet chef, plus superior guides. The
dedicated crew is there to pamper you. Your private chef prepares creative fresh Island cuisine each
day on board, and packs your Yeti coolers with savory lunches, snacks, and ice cold drinks to keep your
energy up when out on the skiffs. Or you can return to the ship for lunch and a midday break. At the end
of the day, compare notes while sipping your favorite beverage and watching the sunset. And for supper?
Enjoy artistic presentations of just-caught seafood and fresh produce topped off by a sumptuous dessert.
Sleep peacefully in the well-appointed staterooms.

MOTHERSHIP DETAILS
• 61 foot Hatteras
• Capacity: 6 guests
• 5 guest staterooms including:
• Four single staterooms
• One double stateroom with twin beds
•Two shared bathrooms

• Air-conditioning through-out the ship
• Spacious living room/bar and kitchen with satellite
TV
• Fully equipped Glide and Hell’s Bay skiffs
• 35’ Scorpion guest transport

RATES

OUTPOST MOTHERSHIP
LOUISIANA
4 NIGHTS & 4 DAYS
Starting at $3,200 per guest based on double
occupancy
5 NIGHTS & 5 DAYS
Starting at $4,000 per guest based on double
occupancy
NOTES:
• Season: November 5 – January 20, 2019
• Maximum of 6 guests/anglers, intact groups
only, no mixing of groups
• Guided fishing with two anglers per guide
• Option to fish with Eleven guides, or bring
your own guides
• With 4 guests, each guest with private
stateroom

• With 6 guests, 2 share a double stateroom, 4
guests with private stateroom
• Two shared bathrooms.
• Custom options and longer stays may be
available on request

INCLUSIONS:
Pre-trip planning with an Eleven Experience Manager,
water transfers from Coco Marina (http://www.
cocomarina.com ) to/from the Mothership, guided
fishing if you choose the option to fish with Eleven
guides, fishing equipment and flies, chef-prepared
breakfast, lunch, après, dinner, alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages.
EXCLUSIONS:
All round trip airfare from your hometown to New
Orleans Airport or Houma airports, optional hotels in
New Orleans or Houma area, ground transfers from
area hotels or airports to Coco Marina, gratuities
to crew and guides. If you choose to bring your own
guides, you pay your own guides directly. Inshore
coastal reef and offshore fishing are at an additional
cost.

OUTPOST MOTHERSHIP LOUISIANA
SAMPLE ITINERARY

DAY 1

DAY 5

WELCOME

DEPARTURE

• 1 PM arrival south of Houma at Coco Marina.
• Welcome by Eleven Staff. Water transfer to 		
Mothership.
• Get settled, have lunch, and hit the flats with your
guide.
• Evening cocktails, après, and a gourmet dinner.

DAYS 2 - 4
FULL DAYS OF GUIDED FISHING
• Chef prepared breakfast each morning, with
flexible fishing start time
• Head out on the skiffs to chase redfish and
other species in the shallow flats and bays
with the tides. Your guide will have your skiff’s
coolers stocked with home-made lunches,
water and drinks

• As an option, choose to fish inshore coastal reefs
or offshore
• Choose a chef’s special lunch on the ship, or
eat in the field aboard the skiff
• At the end of the day, return to the oasis of
the Mothership for a relaxing après.
• Enjoy the comradery of fellow anglers while
indulging in a chef prepared dinner

• Chef prepared breakfast
• AM guided fishing, then water transfer back
to Coco Marina.
• Arrive at Coco Marina around Noon
for your ground transfer to New Orleans Air
port or area hotel.

*Note: Longer trips are available, and all itineraries
are customized to your needs.

GETTING
HERE
BY PLANE
Most arrivals are by private or commercial
flights into New Orleans Airport, which is
serviced by all major airlines. Houma airport
is also an option and ideal for private aircraft.
Your Experience Manager can assist with
your air travel planning.

LAND AND WATER
TRANSPORTATION
Once you arrive at the New Orleans Airport
or Houma Airport, you can pick up a rental
car, or have Eleven Travel Team pre-arrange a
private ground transfer to your area hotel, or
directly to the Coco Marina. PLEASE NOTE:
If you arrive in New Orleans the night before
your trip (or sooner), Eleven can arrange a
rental car, or private ground transfers to/
from your hotel to the Coco Marina. We can
also assist with hotel reservations in New
Orleans and Houma.

BY CAR
You can choose to drive yourself to the Coco
Marina to begin your trip. If you choose this
option we will send you a detailed map on
how to arrive.

LOUISIANA ANCHORAGES
• A 90-minute drive from New Orleans
Airport to Coco Marina.
• From Houma, 35-minute drive to Coco
Marina.
• From Coco Marina to Mothership, all 		
anchorages are within 45 minutes for water
transfer.

Book your trip today!
CALL:
+1.970.349.7761 (USA)
EMAIL: reservations@elevenexperience.com
WWW.ELEVENEXPERIENCE.COM

